Axsys gets $3.3m infrared zoom lens work  by unknown
Emcore Corporation’s fiscal 3Q
ended June 2004, showed rev-
enues of $21.2m, an increase of
25% from the $17m in the
prior year, down 9% sequential-
ly from the $23.2m in the pre-
vious quarter. Revenues from
the photovoltaics and electron-
ic materials and devices prod-
uct lines met expectations, but
fiber optic revenues of the new
transceiver product line were
$4m below expectation.
This shortfall, caused by ven-
dor-supplied contaminated
material, was not identified
until finished modules testing.
To maintain integrity, manage-
ment did not ship modules
because of the risk of warranty
returns. Emcore implemented
additional quality screens and
reworked finished modules to
satisfy additional customer
specifications. New transceiver
shipments started in July.
Emcore incurred an additional
$1.3m charge in R&D in Q3
associated with the contaminat-
ed materials, pending resolu-
tion of returns to vendors.
For the nine months ended
June 30, 2004, revenues totalled
$67.5m, an increase of $24.3m,
or 56% as compared to the peri-
od a year earlier.
Backlog, as of June increased
$2.9m (8%) to $38.2m sequen-
tially. Gross profit for 3Q was
$400,000 (2%) compared to a
gross profit of $600,000 (4%) a
year earlier.
Sequentially, gross margins
decreased $2.2m as a result of
lower revenues and unfavour-
able product mix. Selling and
expenses decreased $100,000
sequentially. Operating expens-
es increased $2m from $10.3m
in the same period previously.
The company identifies oppor-
tunities to reduce costs with
savings targeted at $1.5m/quar-
ter, to be realised over the next
three to six months.
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Contaminated materials
cost Emcore $5.3m
Axsys Technologies Inc has
received a $3.3m contract to
produce infrared zoom lens
assemblies for use on infrared
(FLIR) cameras for an air
defence system.
The contract covers production
through to April 2005.
Axsys IR Systems (formerly
Telic Optics Inc) began the
design work on the lens 
assembly in 2003, partnering
with a leading FLIR camera
manufacturer.
GM James Howard said:
“Axsys IR Systems has been
designing state-of-the-art IR
lens assemblies for over 15
years.This order recognises
our design expertise and our
skill in integrating IR optical
components into more
advanced optical assemblies.”
Axsys gets $3.3m 
infrared zoom lens work
While the garage is where many
high-tech startups begin and busi-
ness plans are commemorated by
paper napkins; for nano, ‘hair’ is
the most overused word. 
Here however, professor Fourkas at
Boston College, Massachusetts
indulges in some cool and gentle
irony.
Using multiphoton-absorption 
photopolymerisation ( MAP) he and
his colleagues have built structures
a thousandth smaller than a hair
diameter with material akin to plex-
iglass (picture left, enlarged right).
“Because the process depends
nonlinearly on the laser intensity,
we can ensure that the polymerisa-
tion only occurs within the focal
point,” says Fourkas. “By scanning
the focal point in three dimen-
sions, arbitrarily complex objects
can be created.”
The original purpose of the study
was to demonstrate that intricate
and durable structures could be 
created with MAP using inexpensive
and readily available materials.
Three dimensional structures creat-
ed with this technique have the
potential to be used in other 
miniature devices, including 
optical communications hardware -
fibre optics and the hardware that
interfaces them with electronics.
Contact:fourkas@bc.edu
Hair-raising: MAP nanotech
Honda Motor Co has a world’s
first pedestrian-warning system
that uses infrared cameras to
detect pedestrians at night and
gives the driver visual and
audio warnings to prevent
pedestrian-related accidents.
The new system will be avail-
able on Honda Legend models
to be released in autumn in
Japan.The Intelligent Night
Vision System uses images
taken by two far-infrared cam-
eras positioned in the lower
section of the front bumper.
These detect position and
movement of IR heat-emitting
objects, determining whether
they are in or approaching the
vehicle’s path and whether the
detected object is a pedestrian,
based on shape and size.
Night viewing autos
